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This charmingly illustrated journal offers moms-to-be a place to document the colorful details of their
pregnancy, from first reactions to being pregnant to meeting baby. Featuring classic and quirky
promptsâ€”covering symptoms, cravings, baby nicknames, maternity clothes, and moreâ€”plus
space to record week-by-week notes, this unique keepsake invites expectant mothers to capture the
fleeting and amusing minutiae alongside the unforgettable milestones.
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This is exactly what I was looking for. It's not all cutesy & girly. It's a journal formatted around
pregnancy. I ordered a few different ones to see what I would like & this the the winner. I strongly
recommend for anyone like me that's not all pink & bows but is still feminine.

This is probably one of the better pregnancy journals I have purchased. It has so many fun facts
and is well organized. The only thing I'm slightly lost on is that there are a bunch of blank pages with
no guidance as to what should be written on those pages but regardless I love it and have been
writing in it every day! It's so perfect for a new mom to be first time mom or not! I highly recommend
it and think it could make a perfect baby shower gift. LOVE it!

Cute little journal. Separated week by week but they have many pages set up in between trimesters
for things like reactions to the news, ultrasound pics, doctor visit questions, pregnancy symptoms,

things you crave or can't eat, etc. Plenty of room to write and get everything down. I'll enjoy
re-reading this many years from now.

Really cute journal. I didn't want something super mushy or something with flowers and butterflies
and bible scriptures. This book is simple, easy, and has lots of cute pages to jot notes down. Each
week gets a full page, then there's some doctor update pages, some sonogram pages, and some
extra pages to put other things or write down stories.Highly recommended!

This book is so cute! ... gives lots of space to write your thoughts down...Super easy to personalize.
I thought it was perfect.

Sometimes you get so tired of the "fluffiness" of pregnancy - everything is miraculous miracles and
beautiful precious blessings. This book is different! Its a perfect fit for women who want a genuine
record of what pregnancy is REALLY like! Everything from the seven home tests you took "just to be
sure", to the time you were reduced to tears because of an empty jar of peanut butter. The
illustrations are adorably retro-meets-modern, with plenty of snarky captions. Great balance of
prompt-pages and room to write about whatever you'd like. If I were going to create my own book
about pregnancy, it would be this one.

I like this journal because there is a lot of writing space, but it is a little bit disorganized and there
really is a LOT of writing space. I'm a writer, and even I don't think I can write about just my
pregnancy that much. I use it for personal thoughts as well as just pregnancy thoughts, kind of like
I'm writing letters to my baby. You should really only get this journal if you like to write because
again, there is a LOT of space for your thoughts.
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